
Testimony of Inspector Armando Finzi February 28, 2009 

PR = Prosecutor. 

 W = witness 

  

PR - Did you investigate on Meredith Kercher’s death? 

  

W - In the first days 

  

PR –What investigations did you do? 

  

W – May I look it up in my documents? 

  

PR – Yes. 

  

W –Thank you. At 6 November at 8 am I reached my office and in the Squadra Mobile flying squad) 

corridor the boss Dr. Profazio approached me and ordered me to go to Raffaele Sollecito’s apartment, 

together with my men, because Sollecito was inquired.  

 

PR – Did you know how the English girl died?  

 

W – yes, with numerous stabs in her neck. 

  

PR – did you know her wounds?  

 

W – yes, they were rather deep, and therefore there were made by a knife with a rather big blade; this 

detail came out during the briefings of some hours before.  

 

PR – Did your boss talk about such detail?  

 

W – yes, he did; the boss Dr Profazio and Dr Chiacchiera , too. I met Dr Chiacchiera a very short time 

before my leaving the offices of the Flying squad; I left tne offices to make the perquisition and Dr 

Profazio ordered Dr Chiacchiera, too, to be present at the perquisition.  

 

PR – And you all didn’t know exactly what to search…I mean, you are looking for important things, 

important with regard to your investigations, aren’t you?  

 

W – things related to the crime. 

  

PR – OK, and you arrived at Sollecito’s apartment. 

  

W – we took Sollecito with us and then we arrived at number 110 of Corso Garibaldi, where Sollecito 

lived. 



  

PR – did you wear your usual suits or did you take precautions?  

 

W – we all wore civilian clothes. Of course, before entering the apartment we all put on ourselves gloves 

and boots. 

  

PR – were they new? Or were they used? This is a necessary question.  

 

W – yes, please. 

  

PR – So, you wore new boots and new gloves. 

  

W – boots and gloves. 

  

PR – how many men made the perquisition? 

  

W – the perquisition was made by me, by the vice-questor Marco Chiacchiera, by inspector Passeri, by 

sovrintendente Ranauro and the chief assistant Camarda, Rossi and Sisani.  

 

PR – How did you place yourselves in the rooms?  

 

W – well, we entered the apartment, and of course Sollecito was with us, then we informed Sollecito of 

his rights, that he was entitled to the help of an attorney; he said he had no need of an attorney, and so we 

began to search the apartment, that was very small.  

 

PR – Did you observe anything interesting in the apartment? 

  

W – the first thing I noticed was a very strong odor of bleach in the kitchen, and diffused throughout the 

apartment, it was smelled by me and by all my colleagues.  

 

PR – Did you ask Sollecito for an explanation?  

 

W – No, I didn’t. 

  

PR – then, what did you do? I mean: did you work together or were you separate ?  

  

W – the kitchen was very small, I don’t remember who was behind me.  

 

PR – what did you do? 

  

W – there was the cabinet of the crockery; as my first action, I opened the first drawer of the cabinet.  

 

PR – and you were wearing your gloves, of course. 



  

W – we were wearing gloves; new and clean gloves. The first thing I saw was a big knife. It was very 

clean. 

  

PRESIDENT : – the photo is showed to the witness. What photo is it? 

  

PR – exhibit 36. 

  

PRESIDENT – exhibit 36, and the witness states… 

  

W – yes, this is the knife. 

  

PRESIDENT – a big knife 

  

W – a big knife, 31 cm in length, blade 17 cm, haft 14 cm. The haft is dark. 

  

PR – were there other knives in the kitchen?  

 

W – yes, but I took this knife on the basis of the previous breefing, and of detective intuition. I took it and 

I showed it immediately to Dr Chiacchiera. I said, Dr Chiacchiera, I think this knife deserves to be 

collected. And Dr Chiacchiera… 

  

PR – you mean, the knife could be linked to the crime 

  

W – it could be linked because in my opinion the blade might be compatible with the wounds; I never saw 

the wounds but I knew they were serious.  

 

PR – In a word, it was an interesting knife. 

  

W – an interesting knife, yes. 

  

PR – Were there other knives in the kitchen?  

 

W – yes, they were, some smaller, some bigger than it, now I don’t remember their exact number and 

shape.  

 

PR – did you take other knives? 

  

W – From the kitchen ? No, we didn’t. As far as I remember, we took another knife in Sollecito’s 

bedroom, but it was much smaller than that one, please wait a second…yes exactly: found in the bedroom, 

at the entrance of the bedroom we found a knife 18 cm in length blade 8 cm, in the bedroom.  

  

PR – So, in the kitchen you decided to pick up this knife a and only this knife, you think it convenient to 



do so.  

 

W – yes, I did it convenient to take this knife. 

  

PR – a decision of possible interest in the investigations 

  

W – exactly 

  

PR – And Dr Chiacchiera, what said to you? You took the knife with your gloves, of course.  

  

W – I took it with gloves, I … 

  

PR – and the gloves had not… 

  

W – Dr. Chiacchiera was there, three meters distant. 

  

PR – and the knife, was it the first thing you touched or had you touched other things?  

  

W – Doctor, as I said few minutes ago, I firstly opened the drawer, then I choose the first knife; it was 

upon the remainder of cutlery.  

 

PR – so, this knife is the first thing you took with your new gloves. 

  

W – yes, it is. I showed it to Dr Chiacchiera and I said “ To me, we should take this knife because my 

detective intuition suggests …”  

 

PR – and then, what did you do with the knife? 

  

W – as soon as Dr Chiacchiera said “ yes, let’s take it “ …I had this folder, I took an envelope of 

Perugia’s questura. 

  

PR – a new envelope? 

  

W – yes a new envelope. I keep my gloves, my new gloves, in it.  

 

PR – the rubber gloves you used in the perquisition? 

  

W – yes, they are always with me. I put the knife inside the envelope, an envelope similar to this one, and 

then I took the folder, I closed it, and I went on with the perquisition.  

 

PR – Had you been in via della Pergola before the perquisition at Sollecito’s apartment?  

 

W – I was in via della pergola just once, when we made the inspection. Lawyer Bongiorno was with us.  



 

PR – but after…I mean before. 

  

DEFENSE (Lawyer Bongiorno) - 27 August. 

  

W – yes, exactly, 27 of August. 

  

PR – I mean, before 6. 

  

W – No, never. 

parte civile = the people who sue for damages in a criminal case.  

 

PR – So, you took the knife and put it into the envelope, and then you put the envelope into this little 

folder.  

 

W – Yes, into this folder, this little folder.  

 

PR – was the knife in contact with the folder? Was it entirely enveloped in the envelope?  

 

W – It was surely enveloped 

  

PR – then you continued the perquisition 

  

W – yes, we went on with the perquisition and while we was doing it… 

  

PR – What about the other knife? You took it in the same way?  

 

W – yes, certainly.  

 

PR – I’m referring to the second knife, i.e. the knife found in the bedroom. 

  

W – I don’t remember who was the person who took it, because there were six of us searching the 

apartment. 

  

PR – At the end of the perquisition, did you take your gloves off ?  

 

W – Yes, certainly. 

 PR – And your boots too? And then you came back to the Questura?  

 

W – Yes 

  

PR – To whom did you entrust this envelope?  



 

W – All the stuff we had sequestered (as we can read in the perquisition statement) was treated 

accordingly, we sequestered some stuff in the kitchen, other stuff in the bathroom, in the bedroom, and in 

any other room. Each sequestered object was put into an envelope, except the knife, which was all the 

time inside a yellow envelope.  

 

PR – and this knife was the first thing you touched?  

 

W – the first yes, except … 

  

PR – Very well; the photo “ di cui “ ( ? ) ( p. 180 )  

 

PRESIDENT - “ di cui al reperto già caratterizzato “ ( ? ) 

  

W – Yes, except the knife that, I repeat, was all the time inside my folder, the other things were put into 

an envelope, and then in Questura I drew up the minutes of the perquisition, and of the attachment, and 

finally I took the envelopes, I took a big bag containing other things, and I brought the whole stuff… 

  

PR – Other things in the big bag ?  

 

W – Must I list… 

  

PR – Yes 

  

W – there were some comic books, do you want I list the whole stuff?  

  

PR – Yes, what you took, if you can use… 

  

PRESIDENT – It has been admitted in evidence formerly. 

  

DEFENSE (Lawyer Bongiorno) – However, it is valid. 

  

PRESIDENT – We have admitted it in evidence, formerly.  

 

PR – This big bag.  

 

W – yes, the big bag, the envelopes, then I went to the murder department. There, I handed to supervisor 

sovrintendente) Gubbiotti (who was entrusted to collect all exhibits) the envelopes and the big bag , then I 

opened my folder, I took… 

  

PR – So, the folder was not together with the other things?  

 



W – It was inside the folder, I took this envelope, I handed it to supervisor Gubbiotti, and I handed to him 

copies of the statements, signed by all the men present at the perquisition, and so my assignment was 

done. 

  

PR – So, Gubbiotti collected the envelope and the knife inside; was the envelope closed?  

 

W – Yes, it was closed, enveloped, closed.  

 

PR – and, of course, you made no further investigation on the knife, right?  

 

W – I did not make further investigations. 

  

PR – You confined yourself to handing it - in a closed envelope – to supervisor Gubbiotti. And after that 

what other investigations did you do?  

 

W – I don’t remember having done other investigations.  

 

PR – You said you entered again the apartment at 18th, do you remember?  

 

W – No, the 8th of November, it seems to me that (authorized by you) we entered Sollecito’s apartment, 

and with us there was inspector Volturno, and inspector Ficarra.  

 

PR – Sollecito’s apartment? 

  

W – Yes.  

 

PR – And you, once again , used gloves 

  

W –yes, new and clean gloves, and boots. 

  

PR – Do you remember other details? 

  

W – No, I don’t remember other details because inspector Volturno drew up the deed , then we help… 

  

PR – and the odor of…you said…the odor of bleach…was it spread…  

W – in the kitchen, yes.   

PR - the kitchen  

W – yes, it was the thing I noticed…  

   

PR - Was it in the other rooms? With the same intensity? Was it more intense in the kitchen ?  

   



W – The odor was spread throughout the entire apartment, but is was more intense in the kitchen.  

   

PR – The focus was in the kitchen.  

W – Yes, the focus.  

PR – OK, no other question by me.  

 

PRESIDENT - And you, parte civile, do you have any question? 

  

PARTE CIVILE ( Lawyer Maresca) – No question, for now.  

 

D I F E S A - Lawyer M A O R I  

 

MAORI – You said: I took this knife because according to my police intuition this knife was compatible 

with the wounds that I never saw. What do you mean?  

 

W – I mean, I never saw the wounds, but the morning after the murder during some breefings I was told 

by our senior managers how Meredith had died.  

 

MAORI – And what did they tell you about Meredith’s death? Please share… 

  

W – They said she had been stabbed in her throat with many knife thrusts.  

 

MAORI – How many wounds? 

  

W – I don’t know; many… 

  

MAORI – What was their shape? 

  

W – I don’t k now. They were deep, I’m reporting to you what other persons reported to me  

  

MAORI – What was their depth? 

  

W – I don’t know, I never measured them. 

  

MAORI – So, during the perquisition of Sollecito’s apartment, you just knew Meredith had been stabbed 

with a number of knife thrusts… where?  

 

W – in her neck, and throat.  

 

MAORI – And yo u was unaware of the width and depth of the wounds.  

 



W – Yes, certainly. 

  

MAORI – So, you did not know the length of the blade… 

  

W - If someone tells me the wounds are very deep, then I suppose…and wide, I suppose the blade, surely, 

but it may be a big blade.  

 

MAORI – OK, and a while ago – in answering a question of the prosecutor – you said there were other 

knives in Sollecito’s apartment; some of them were smaller, and some of them were bigger than this one.  

 

W – Yes 

  

MAORI – But you didn’t focuse attention on the bigger ones. Why ? 

  

W – Because in my opinion they were of no interest. 

  

MAORI – You say “ in my opinion “ …so it was a mere opinion. 

  

W – It was an opinion. 

  

MAORI – A mere opinion or a scientific evaluation? Maybe you knew the shape of the wounds, and 

therefore… 

  

W - No, no, I say again , I never saw Meredith’s wounds, people had reported to me …so in my opinion 

that knife could be…its blade might be compatible with the wounds, it might be… 

  

MAORI – The first knife you see… 

  

W – yes, because it stood on the cutlery. 

  

MAORI – the first knife you see, you think can be the correct one. 

  

PRESIDENTE – Excuse me, Maori.. 

  

MAORI – No! He said exactly these words: the first knife I saw, I think it might be the correct knife.  

 

PRESIDENTE – Excuse me, I don’t understand, the first knife I see or the first knife that appears?  

 

W – well, clearly both. I open the drawer, and this knife was just the first, and the biggest, , it was the first 

upon the others, I took it and showed it to Dr. Chiacchiera.  

 

PRESIDENTE – Did you not displace other knives to take… 

  



W – No, absolutely not.  

 

PRESIDENTE - …to take other knives?  

 

W – No, this knife is the first I saw.  

 

PRESIDENTE – This was the question, and the precise statement … 

  

MAORI - …confirmed his previous answer, Mr. president.  

Last question : was this knife put into a box? Did anyone put this knife into a box?  

 

W – No, it was not me, because I took it, I showed it to Dr. Chiacchiera, and I put it into an envelope like 

this.  

 

MAORI – and where did you set it?  

 

W – inside my little folder. 

  

MAORI – this folder?  

 

W – yes, just this. 

  

MAORI – to be recorded: a black little folder of cardboard… 

  

W – It’s brown. 

  

PRESIDENTE – cardboard or leather now I … 

  

W – yes 

  

MAORI – thank you. 

  

DEFENSE ( Lawyer BONGIORNO ) 

  

BONGIORNO – you focused your attention on this knife because some people in the breefings had said 

the wound was big. 

  

W – wounds, wounds. 

  

BONGIORNO – deep wounds?  

 

W – large and deep wounds 

  



BONGIORNO – as you know, the depth of a wound may also depend on the force exerted on… 

  

W – I don’t know, I am not a police doctor. They told me the wounds were large, they told me nothing 

else. 

  

BONGIORNO – so, you are saying that large wounds imply large blade.  

 

W – No, I thought…I merely thought the knife might be compatible with… 

  

BONGIORNO – and what about all other knives of the cutlery? In your opinion they were not compatible, 

but your valuation was probably a bit summary, i.e. based on a vague information; so, it was worth the 

trouble to take many knives, wasn’t it? 

  

W – The police intuition of detectives is very strong, I had police intuition and took it. 

  

BONGIORNO – Tell me, didn’t you think that the presence of the Polizia Scientifica might be opportune?  

W – No, the knife was very clean, no blood stain. In the presence of blood we would call the Scientifica, 

but the knife was spotless and very clean.  

 

BONGIORNO - So the presence of the Scientifica is required only when there are spots, isn’t it?  

  

W – yes, the presence of the Scientifica is not obligatory during perquisitions. 

BONGIORNO – you said “ the other knife was taken in the same way “ . What did you mean?  

W – we all were dressing gloves and boots  

BONGIORNO – and these small bags, are they utilized for seizures?  

W – small bags? 

BONGIORNO – yes, you said this knife was put into the same envelope containing your gloves.  

W – yes 

PRESIDENTE – the 2nd knife, the envelope… 

W – no, we put the 2nd knife, the smallest knife, we put it into the envelope… 

PRESIDENTE – another envelope?  

W – the shopping – envelope we took in the kitchen. 

BONGIORNO – so you took a shopping – envelope and put… 

W – various envelopes because the bathroom, the bedroom, and other… 

BONGIORNO – everything into the envelopes 



W – subdivided, room by room 

BONGIORNO – room by room. And the 2nd knife…was it smaller than the 1st ? 

W – yes, it was smaller, as I said above, 18 centimeters, as far as I remember. 

BONGIORNO - you did not take the other knives in the cutlery because they were smaller than the 1st, 

why did you take this one, which is even smaller ?  

W – this is a switchblade, the others were kitchen – knives and in my opinion they were not interesting. 

This was a switchblade, a little unlike them, we took it for the sake of diligence.  

BONGIORNO - you said “ deep wounds, I took the biggest knife “ 

W – yes  

BONGIORNO - and you said you did not keep the others because they were smaller. But also this 

switchblade is smaller…  

W – It is peculiar, its shape is peculiar, it’s a switchblade, so we took it, despite it was small.  

BONGIORNO - and you took it with no objective reason ? 

W – without objective reason. In this matter we are lead by intuition.  

BONGIORNO - This knife, fruit of the detective intuition… 

W – are you referring to this knife? 

BONGIORNO – yes…it was put into this small throwaway envelope for gloves…can it be sealed up ? 

W – No, no, it was similar to this one, which always contains my gloves.  

BONGIORNO – so the upper part of this small envelope remained open.  

W – No, I skotch – taped it.  

BONGIORNO – and then you put it into this folder. 

W - yes, and I closed the folder.  

BONGIORNO – and why – to preserve seized things – why do you employ this kind of folder ? 

W - No, I don’t employ it, but in that circumstance I think it convenient to put it into this 

folder…furthermore, it was a pointed and sharp knife so we take care…to avoid pricks and wounds.  

BONGIORNO – I understand…you put it into the folder for the sake of safety…but I don’t think this 

little folder avoids contamination , I think you use it everywhere…have you considered this problem?  

W - No, I have considered it 



BONGIORNO – you use this little folder every day, right? 

W - yes  

BONGIORNO - and the knife was put into this little bag W – yes 

BONGIORNO - why into a bag you use everyday? 

W - I did so. 

BONGIORNO – you put this knife into this little folder, and the other knife, the small knife, into the 

shopping – envelope. Why ?  

W – maybe because it was a small knife and we thought it was not compatible with the wounds.  

BONGIORNO - In spite of this, you kept it. Thank you.  

W – in spite of this we kept it. 

PRESIDENTE – any question ? 

PR – you put the knife into the envelope, then…did you scotch tape the envelope?  

W – yes, but… 

PR – I’ve understood. And with regard to this folder… you put into this folder the envelope with the knife. 

Had you used this folder before? Did you use it everyday? What was inside the folder?  

W – the same things it contains now, namely blank minutes of perquisition, and some blank sheets.  

PR - papers you never used before. 

W – never used, they are blank, they are for perquisitions…  

PR – in that occasion too? 

W – yes, we always use it to write, when we arrest people. 

PR – and before, where did you keep that folder before? 

W – on my desk, as always. 

PR – No further question 

PARTE CIVILE – Lawyer: MARESCA 

MARESCA – Envelope…a paper envelope, right?  

W – yes, it was similar this envelope, now…yes, it was just like this. A paper envelope with the heading 

of the Questura ( = police – headquarters ). 

MARESCA –  that’s why you referred to the keeping  of your gloves, the throwaway gloves. 



W – yes 

MARESCA – you put the knife into this  paper envelope similar to that one, and closed it with skotch. 

Right? 

W – yes non there, in that place, but in Questura after put it I sealed it with a thread of scotch, but it was 

not quite sealed, there were two borders,  I closed two borders just  to avoid  the opening of the envelope.  

MARESCA – so we are not speaking of little plastic bags, I heard… 

W – I never said little plastic bag. 

MARESCA – the envelope you inserted the knife in was old, was… 

W – No, no. 

MARESCA – was it new? Very new? Almost new?  

W – they’re new envelopes, you see, just like this one. 

MARESCA –  lei si prepara per il servizio in modo da averla per necessità?   [this line is totally 

incomprehensible] 

W – They are there all the time; during the service it happens we find something deserving to be collected, 

kept, therefore… 

MARESCA – therefore it’s your usual procedure to using these envelopes…[ Note: in this question your 

= vostra (plural) not “ sua “ (singular) ]  

W – it’s not “ your  usual procedure”, it’s MY usual procedure.   

MARESCA – it’s your [ note: your = sua (singular) ] usual procedure, I’m asking, you answer and tell me 

it is, therefore it’s your  [ sua,  (singular) ]  usual procedure to using it in order to find some object?  

W – To find, to keep as far as the office.  

MARESCA – very well, thank you. 

DEFENSE (Lawyer Bongiorno) 

BONGIORNO - As far as I can understand, this envelope was open until you entered the Questura?  

W - there was the knife in the envelope, I closed two borders and it remained in this way.  

PRESIDENT - what do you mean...excuse me...in this way...you mean you put it again into the little 

folder... 

W - I sealed a border and then I put it into the little folder.  

PRESIDENTE - the border...was it squeezed ? 



W - yes the border was squeezed inside the little folder. 

PRESIDENTE - was it squeezed by the two sides of the little folder? 

W - yes, certainly 

PRESIDENTE - we have understood, but for the recording only [ original Italian: abbiamo capito, ma 

solo per la registrazione] 

BONGIORNO - it is used for recording. You said this little folder stays on your desk all the time, 

however you brought it here, therefore it is a folder you go round with.  

W - I brought it here because I have the minutes of the perquisition.  

BONGIORNO - when you enter an apartment worth searching, do you take this little folder with you?  

W - yes I do. 

BONGIORNO - OK, thank you. 

PRESIDENTE - Other questions?  

PRESIDENTE - the envelope you put this knife in...did you use it in the past to do some other...  

W - No, it was a new envelope and I have always one or two envelopes with me, that morning I had one. 

PRESIDENTE - What do you mean when you say " new " ? Did you take it from the clerk's office...  

W - Just like this. Yes, we took... 

PRESIDENTE - have you ever used it?  

W - No, no, no, never. 

PRESIDENTE - was ever any object inside it? 

W - no object, nothing, never, absolutely.  

PRESIDENTE - and then, the knife was scrutinized by the Scientifica [ = the criminal laboratory 

department ]. 

W - yes, it was.  

PRESIDENTE - and when it was delivered to the Scientifica, was it inside the same envelope?  

W - Mr President, I don't know. As I said before, I handed the whole sequestered stuff to sovrintendente 

[= supervisor ] Gubbiotti; the executive entrusted the entire production [ = repertazione ] to him.  

PRESIDENTE - and you did the delivery just as ... 

W - In Questura. 



PRESIDENTE - with this knife kept just as you had kept it... 

W - Exactly 

PRESIDENTE- but you said, before, that you would use that envelope to keep also your sterilized gloves, 

right? 

W - yes, sometimes... 

PRESIDENTE - yes, but in that specific occasion had been there any sterilized glove in that envelope?  

W - No, that day no glove had been in that envelope.  

PRESIDENTE - Ah, there had been no glove that day.  

W - No, absolutely not.  

PRESIDENTE - so nothing else in the envelope? 

W - No, we took gloves and boots from the Scientifica and we put them into the pockets, and then...  

PRESIDENTE - I understood... 

BONGIORNO - No, he said another thing. 

PRESIDENTE - excuse me...the shopping envelopes employed to contain and keep the other knife, were 

there second - hand envelopes ? Or were they new envelopes?  

W - They were second - hand envelopes, we took them in Sollecito's kitchen.  

PRESIDENT - so they had been used to do the shopping, and kept in the apartment ? 

W - yes. 

PRESIDENT - you described this knife, you said it was very clean... 

W - very clean, no stain on it, no food - stain, no stain of any sort, it was washed, clean, it was clean.  

PRESIDENTE - the smell of bleach...was it also on the other crockery?  

W - Yes, not all over the room, but we could feel the smell of bleach inside the drawers and inside the 

other doors of the kitchen, too. 

PRESIDENTE - and what about the knife? Did it smell of bleach? 

W - It was inside the drawer, I did not smell it, Mr. President, but when I open the drawer I felt a whiff of 

smell of bleach, however it was predominant throughout the room.  

PRESIDENTE - Other questions? As there is no other question, the witness is dismissed. 

 



 


